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The Arts Society Magazine is the official membership magazine
for The Arts Society, published three times a year
The Arts Society has a vibrant network
of over 92,000 individual Members and
more than 350 local Societies in the UK
and mainland Europe. All are actively
engaged in valuable voluntary work in
museums, galleries, libraries, churches
and stately homes.
The Arts Society also has more than
300 expert Accredited Lecturers, whose

fascinating and lively lectures form a
core part of local Societies’ activities,
along with a dynamic programme of
tours and Study Days.
Through a generous grant scheme,
we also nurture new talent, enabling
aspiring young artists, craftsmen and
conservationists to learn their disciplines
and hone their skills.
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GRAYSON PERRY’S

EYE OF
THE NEEDLE

NEW NORMAL

THE POWERFUL
STORIES TOLD BY
TEXTILE ARTIST
ALICE KETTLE

He’s hosted the cultural TV hit of the year; he thinks
Covid has usefully trimmed the fat of a self-indulgent
arts world; and he’s embracing uncertainty, without even
bothering to don a frock. Welcome to 2020, according to
Grayson Perry, says Jacky Klein

STRONG WORDS
WHY OUR THIRST
FOR POETRY IS
ON THE RISE

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

T

he date 24th March 2020 should have been a
day of celebration at Grayson Perry’s newly
renovated Islington home. It was the artist’s
60th birthday, set to be chock full of friends, fizz,
pizza and partying. Instead, it was the first day of
lockdown in Britain, the official start to a year of
cancellations and halted plans, all set against the
grim backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic. How did
Perry feel about it? ‘Well, I must have had one of
the earliest Zoom parties in Britain,’ he quips
bleakly.
Perry – Turner Prize-winner, flamboyant
transvestite and TV presenter – prides himself on
being something of a trendsetter. For four decades,
he’s zoned in on our social mores and habits, often
sensing storm clouds brewing in the cultural
weather (‘toxic masculinity’, ‘identity politics’) well
before they hit land. The surfaces of his pots,
prints, tapestries and sculptures are riddled with
motifs from contemporary life – tax havens and
supermarket lorries, refugee tents and Instagram
addiction. Not everyone has appreciated his
mordant, punning humour, more akin to the
historic satirists Hogarth and Cruikshank than to
the conceptualists of today. Now a Royal
Academician and BBC Reith lecturer, with a CBE
and Erasmus Prize to boot (his 2020 award
postponed until the ceremony can take place
without social distancing), Perry trod a long (and

STILL LIFE
NICK KNIGHT’S EXTRAORDINARY ROSES

bumpy) road to success. His earliest works from
the 1980s – on view at Bath’s Holburne Museum
– look timid at a distance, but close up they
mischievously stick two fingers up at propriety,
replete with swastikas, sadomasochistic porn and
men in frilly dresses.
But even Perry’s usually joyful, ostentatious
transvestism has been challenged in isolation. ‘I’ve
only dressed up three times since March. I miss it,
but I don’t have the motivation. It’s two hours’
work – a big effort. I’m getting older and I just can’t
be bothered.’ Lockdown, by his own admission,
accelerated changes already underway in recent
years, including waning energy levels. ‘I can’t do
three shifts a day any more,’ he admits. ‘The key is
not to have ideas in the afternoon.’ Major aesthetic
decisions are instead morning work; after lunch
comes craft, or what he describes as ‘the mundane
tasks – scrape, scrape, mould, mould – which I can
coast through, without having to be super sharp.’
LOCKDOWN VIEWING

Despite having a bit less vim these days, Perry has
had an extraordinarily productive year. By August,
he’d already produced what would normally be a
year’s output. An exhibition of new work is on at
his London gallery; his latest TV series on
America’s culture wars hit the small screen this
autumn; a glitzy new stand-up show is planned for »

JOHN MILLAR

THE IMPACT OF ARTS
SOCIETY GRANTS
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86% take one or more holidays
in the UK every year
76% take one or more holidays
abroad every year

BEARING WITNESS

The Souls Grown Deep Foundation works to advance knowledge and
appreciation of the art of African Americans from the South of the
United States. Here curator Raina Lampkins-Fielder reveals five
remarkable pieces from their collection

Readership

94%
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OF PORCELAIN
Clay and words are the focus of Edmund de Waal’s practice – but that is changing. He tells Sue Herdman about
his new direction, which is political and personal, and why he is evangelical about the arts for children

Ò ON THE EDGE

© ESTATE OF TIRZAH RAVILIOUS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, DACS 2019. TOWNER EASTBOURNE
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It is the fresh, light use of oil paint that attracted me to The Front at
Seaford, painted in 1932 by Victor Pasmore (1908–98). Look at the pink
hue in the sky and the calmness evoked in his sketchy capture of the
seascape. It is his sweeping brushstrokes that give it that lightness.
Pasmore was a representational painter of still life and landscapes who,
later in life, became a pioneering abstract artist. He changed direction a
great many times in his career and once reflected that he had witnessed
a ‘revolution of Painting … (when) the naturalist painter has been forced
to start completely again’.

End of Land 1 by Wolfgang Tillmans
was the first work that I committed
to including in the show. I was
immediately drawn to it,
aesthetically and emotionally. It
represents key messages about our
landscape and emotional wellbeing,
teetering on the brink in these
uncertain times. Our landscape is
beautiful, but incredibly vulnerable.
A photographic work, created in
2002, it presents a compelling
alternative to conventional ideas of
beauty. Tillmans’ landscape, still life
and portrait works have a distinctive
energy, appearing spontaneous and
improvisatory, when in fact they
have been carefully planned. Seeing
the girl lying precariously close
to the edge of Beachy Head cliff
speaks of our fragile relationship
to our landscape.

C U R AT O R ’ S C H O I C E

»
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Ñ FLYING HIGH

Ñ SPRING WALKS

This is Tirzah Garwood’s Hornet
with Wild Roses, painted in 1950.
Garwood (1908–51) was married
to Eric Ravilious – they met when
she was a student and he a tutor
at the Eastbourne School of Art.
She went on to become a gifted
wood engraver as well as an artist.
Garwood loved nature and this
slightly naive work captures the
countryside so vibrantly. I love
the way the hornet, so prominent
in position and size, lends the
work a surreal feel. It was one of
her last paintings and it reminds
me of the sheer beauty of our
countryside, which we risk losing
through changing weather
patterns, flooding and imminent
climate change.

So light and reminiscent of
spring walks on the beach, this
watercolour is called Beachy Head,
15 October, 1993 and is by Adrian
Berg (1929–2011). Berg was known
for his large-scale panoramas of
parks and gardens. His watercolours
were the result of hours of intense
study, often out on the Downs
and around Beachy Head. Monet
and his garden at Giverny were
influences for Berg, and he often
painted multiple versions of the
same scenes, seeing it as a way
of assembling the landscape and
recording passing seasons. For me,
this painting reveals the joy and
harmony felt in Berg’s response
to his natural surroundings.

© THE ARTIST, TOWNER EASTBOURNE

Above: De Waal in
his library of exile,
as it opened at the
British Museum

It is called library of exile and it pays
homage to lost libraries, from that of
ancient Nineveh to those more recently
gone in Tripoli and Mosul. The work
also represents, says de Waal, ‘what it
means to have to move to another
country, to speak another language. I’ve
been thinking about what we take into
exile, and what you give when you are
there.’ The library holds 2,000 books
by exiled authors, almost all written
in translation, alluding to the idea of
language as a form of migration. Among
the writers are Ovid, Dante and Judith
© WOLFGANG TILLMANS, COURTESY MAUREEN PALEY, LONDON. TOWNER EASTBOURNE

Left: your name 2019,
porcelain vessels,
alabaster and marble
blocks and gold leaf
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Ó BY THE SEA

In Sundae ni
officil lupcotati
conectae coritae

por rum, co
entist, equiae co
porrun

»

WORDS AND ART

‘IT’S ALWAYS PERSONAL – I’M MAKING THIS FOR MY GREATGRANDFATHER, VICTOR, WHO SAW HIS LIBRARY STOLEN’

Green Party MP Caroline Lucas has
turned curator. BRINK is her first
exhibition for a major UK gallery, with
works chosen from Towner Eastbourne’s
collection. The pieces put nature and
climate change in the spotlight – along
with her love for Sussex. Here, she
reveals five works from the show

por rum, co
entist, equiae co
porrun

Our readers are passionate
about visiting museums,
galleries and arts events.

personal work to date.’ That work is, in
ways, a giant vessel. With a porcelain
exterior, it has an interior space that
holds something. ‘We all know how a
vessel has that strange “inside”, a space
that you can’t quite read – like a breath,
it holds more than you know,’ says the
artist. But this has a space that you can
get to know. It is a clay-coated library
– a space, says de Waal, ‘where my work
as a wordsmith and potter collides’.

© THE ARTIST’S ESTATE, TOWNER EASTBOURNE

OPPOSITE: your name, 2019 © EDMUND DE WAAL; THIS PAGE: © THE TRUSTEES OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM

AND PILGRIMAGE

VERDANT
CHOICES

In Sundae ni
officil lupcotati
conectae coritae

Interests
The Arts Society Magazine
readers enjoy:
travelling
theatre
gardening
walking
reading

THE ARTS SOCIETY INTERVIEW

here are certain things we
know about Edmund de
Waal. He is an artist and a
writer. His book The Hare
with Amber Eyes – the tale
of his paternal grandmother’s powerful
family in Vienna, who lost everything
and fled Nazism for Britain – has sold
1.5 million copies and been translated
into 30 languages. We know, too, that
de Waal is a potter whose practice
has evolved into conceptual art,
exhibited across the world. He has
written about Augustus the Strong,
known for his lusts and vices and his
die Porzellankrankheit – his ‘porcelain
sickness’. When Augustus died in
1733 he owned 35,798 pieces. The artist
sympathises. He loves porcelain. He is
known for it.
What we might not know about
de Waal is that there is change in his
practice. ‘Things,’ he tells me, ‘are on the
move.’ His latest work, he says, is ‘on a
bigger, more complex and political scale
than I’ve made before. It is the most
significant and, unequivocally, the most

he mission of Souls Grown Deep is two-fold. First, we
have the Foundation, established in 2010 to document,
preserve and promote the work of African American
artists from the southern states of the USA. Second,
the Community Partnership Programme, which focuses on
supporting the communities that nurtured these artists, by
fostering economic empowerment, racial and social justice and
educational advancement. We oversee 160 artists and have
over 1,000 works, all of which are deemed museum quality, but
are not necessarily well known to the larger landscape. These
include those of the incredible quilting tradition of the women
in the remote community of Gee’s Bend in Alabama, including
Mary Lee Bendolph and Lucy T Pettway, and the works of
artists such as Joe Minter, Lonnie Holley and the late Purvis
Young. All of these were gifted at transformation and making
art out of ordinary things. A prime example is the ‘yard show’,
where work is assembled from everyday items and shown in
the yard outside the home. This was born out of necessity,
because these artists were thinking: ‘I might not be in a gallery,
but I want to show my ideas and bear witness.’
It is important to remember
that we are working with
‘IN THE PERIOD WHEN
individuals who are
THESE ARTISTS GREW
disenfranchised because they
were—and are—black, poor and
UP, IN THE TIME OF
living in the south of the United
JIM CROW LAWS,
States, which is historically
DECLARING YOURSELF under-resourced. This is the
AN ARTIST WAS AN ACT reason why they weren’t
considered or seen in the art
OF RESISTANCE AND
world before. In the period
when these artists grew up, in
DEFIANCE’
the time of Jim Crow laws,
declaring yourself an artist was an act of resistance and
defiance. It was not looked upon with favour. That being said,
places like Gee’s Bend are rich with social and political activism,
which has given rise to creative ingenuity.
Our goal is to disseminate this art broadly, as opposed to
having a museum at our bases in New York, Atlanta and Paris.
We have pieces in the collections of 21 museums, including the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco, and the Baltimore Museum of Art. Encouraging the
inclusion of these artists, their artistic production and cultural
traditions into the American art canon is done in a number of
other ways, too, including exhibitions, education, publications
and academic programmes, as well as a paid internship
scheme, where we place three emerging curators of colour in a
museum that has acquired work from our collection. This is
part of a wider issue of representation and is designed to
evolve the conversation around this missing chapter of art
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open and read every issue
81% female / 19% male
98% aged 55+
76% aged 65+
88% retired

T

T

MINNEAPOLIS INSTITUTE OF ART MUSEUM PURCHASE AND
GIFT OF THE SOULS GROWN DEEP FOUNDATION © ESTATE
OF LEROY ALMON PHOTO: STEPHEN PITKIN/PITKIN STUDIO

Our readers are AB1s. They enjoy cultural
interests and activities as well as being
adventurous and discerning travellers.

© ESTATE OF LEROY PERSON

© ESTATE OF LEROY PERSON PHOTO: ROGER MANLEY

C U R AT O R ’ S C H O I C E

Ó IN THE ROUND
Jonathan Monk is known for his
tongue-in-cheek methods, which
often reference approaches typical
of 1960s conceptualism. This is
his Blue Without Hidden Noise
(Version 2), made in 2003. It refers
to Marcel Duchamp’s With Hidden
Noise and Douglas Heubler’s
Duration Piece #5, New York.
On 17 March 1969, Heubler made
10 photographs over 10 minutes,
each documenting a location in
Central Park where an individual
bird call was heard. Monk (b.1969)
replicated this, but with 69 images,
a reflection on the year the original
work was made. The slides are
projected as circles, as seen
through binoculars or a single lens.
That circular focus draws the
attention of the viewer to the very
specific areas of imagery. It is a
small snapshot of these bare trees,
creating an image that appears
as if you are viewing it through a
microscope. For me, it represents
nature in focus.

SEE
BRINK
Until 10 May
Towner Eastbourne
townereastbourne.org.uk
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99% make visits locally
96% travel to other parts
of the country to visit
87% travel internationally
to do so

86% of readers have visited
an exhibition or event as a
result of reading about it in
the magazine

THE ARTS SOCIETY MAGAZINE
CIRCULATION 82,000
ADVERTORIAL
ADVERTORIAL

Ô TRAVEL BACK IN TIME
Southwest France is home to some of
the world’s most important examples
of prehistoric art, which you’ll discover
on the Pre-historic Rock Art in the
Dordogne Escorted Tour. Take in the
Palaeolithic cave paintings, learn from
rock art expert David Saunders and
soak up the picturesque landscapes
on this enchanting trip.

Ñ NORDIC ART AND
ARCHITECTURE
Once voted the World
Design Capital, Helsinki
is a treasure trove of art
and architecture. The
Helsinki Art Nouveau to
Post Modernism Escorted
Tour explores Art Nouveau
buildings, the golden age
of Finnish design and the
amazing Temppeliaukio
Church (the ‘Rock Church’),
all to get a feel for why
many regard Helsinki as
one of the world’s most
liveable cities.

From Delft and Leiden to Amsterdam’s
Rijksmuseum, In the footsteps of
the Dutch Masters, featuring the
Rijksmuseum Escorted Tour is for
followers of artists such as Vermeer. It
offers the chance to trace the histories
and artistic inspirations of such greats,
and to see their masterpieces up-close.

A CRUISE
WITH CULTURE

ravel Editions celebrates
its silver jubilee this year
as it toasts 25 years of
curating unique experiences for
cultural explorers. The company
has long attracted a legion of loyal
adventurers with its expert-led
approach to group travel. With a
portfolio of over 180 escorted tours,
and a distinctive focus on art, history
and culture, many of the experts
giving the talks and tours are also
Arts Society Accredited Lecturers.

There are trips created especially
for art lovers, foodies, botanical
enthusiasts, walkers and history
buffs (among others), and a diverse
list of more than 200 destinations.
Perhaps you’d like to discover the Art
Nouveau in Riga, or enjoy an intimate
gastronomic masterclass with a
local Sicilian cook? If your interests
lie closer to home, you might
consider one of a range of exclusive
experiences in the UK, from a twonight tour of London’s Art Deco

‘TRIPS CREATED ESPECIALLY FOR ART LOVERS,
FOODIES, BOTANICAL ENTHUSIASTS, WALKERS
AND HISTORY BUFFS’

‘THE TOURS HAVE
BEEN EXPERTLY
CRAFTED FOR
THE CULTURALLY
CURIOUS’

The new series of Arts Society Tours from Fred. Olsen
blends an immersive, culture-rich programme of lectures,
says Jessica Johnson, with the luxury of travelling by ship
to some of the world’s most fascinating destinations

For an unforgettable cultural trip in 2019, writes Joe Hall,
rely on a company that has been providing them for 25 years

landmarks to a gala dinner on board
the historic SS Great Britain.
While travel has evolved in recent
years, old-fashioned service remains
of the utmost importance at Travel
Editions. ‘The travel industry has
been revolutionised by technology
and we were quick to embrace its
benefits,’ notes managing director
and founder Ed Coventry, ‘but not
at the expense of our core value of
personal service.’ It’s the resulting
tailor-made feel that has proved so
alluring to discerning travellers.
So, as the company celebrates its
landmark anniversary, now seems as
good a time as ever to start planning
your own adventure with them.

W

Ó CELEBRATE A CENTENARY
This year, Germany celebrates 100 years
of the influential Bauhaus movement.
On the Bauhaus Centenary: 100 years of
Rethinking the World Tour, you’ll spend
a fascinating five days tracing Bauhaus
history from Weimar to Berlin, taking
in special sites, including the Haus am
Horn, as well as discovering the wider
artistic treasures of Germany’s capital.

hether you’re relaxing
on deck under a blanket
of stars, staring out
across the water to exotic lands or
pulling in to port in the company
of new friends, the sheer splendour
of a cruise break takes some beating.
And a voyage with leading cruise
operator Fred. Olsen doesn’t
stop there. On board for its new
programme of Arts Society Tours,
setting sail 2019/20, comes a
stellar line-up of Arts Society
Accredited Lectures promising
to illuminate knowledge through
rich and informed storytelling.

Travel Editions has
been working with
The Arts Society since
1994. To discover
more about the full
collection of tours,
and to book, see:
traveleditions.co.uk/
the-arts-society; you can also email
tas@traveleditions.co.uk

will take you
to the fjords of
Iceland and the
historic cities of
Oman and Petra

You’ll find a warm welcome on
board for couples, groups and solo
travellers. Together, you’ll be able to
unwind with the home comforts that
only a smaller-scale vessel can bring
to a voyage. Take afternoon tea to the
backdrop of live piano, dip into the
heated pool, lose yourself in a book,
or feast on seafood al fresco, while
enveloped by wide, sunny skies and
the big blue below.
The Arts Society Tours not only
offer value for money, but members
receive a host of special benefits.
These include a choice of free
door-to-door travel, on-board
spending money or free drinks and
tips. Book your place today and
immerse yourself in a voyage of
discovery with culture at its core.

Ó EXPERIENCE THE
DUTCH MASTERS

Take a trip with the experts

T

Clockwise from
bottom left:
Fred. Olsen’s fleet,
which includes
the Balmoral,

Drawing on 170 years of maritime
heritage, Fred. Olsen’s trusted fleet
takes you to the heart of each
destination worldwide, navigating
the waterways that are largely out of
the reach of larger ships. With access
to on-board lectures and selected
special shore tours, guests can glean
expert knowledge from acclaimed
academics and art historians. From
the gushing geysers and glassy fjords
of Iceland to the mighty cities of
Oman and Petra, whose ancient walls
have enticed explorers for centuries,
the tours have been expertly crafted
for the culturally curious.

THE WORLD IS YOUR OYSTER…
Arabia, India and
the Mediterranean
Marvel at the world’s
most ancient wonder,
the Great Pyramid of Giza,
and sail the crystal-like
waters surrounding Oman’s
mighty Musandam Fjords.
Joining this epic 34-night
tour, cultural historian
Chris Bradley brings his
specialism in history and
the art of North Africa
and Arabia to the decks
of Fred. Olsen’s Boudicca.
Prices for a twin room start
from £3,899pp.
Singapore, Bali and Burma
Curator, author and journalist
Viv Lawes shines light on
an unforgettable trove of
Eastern wonders during
this two-week voyage
through the Far East.
Setting sail from Bali’s
Benoa, highlights include
high tea at the Raffles
Hotel in Singapore, cruising
Thailand’s most beautiful

islets and taking in the
pagodas and temples
of Burma.
Prices for a twin room start
from £2,999pp.
Norwegian Fjords
Experience delightful
waterways, fishing villages,
soaring cliffs and tumbling
waterfalls as Fred. Olsen’s
Balmoral navigates Norway’s
lush greenery and snowcapped mountain peaks
as part of a week-long,
springtime cruise. Author
and academic Fenella Bazin
shares her love of modern
Norway and the Viking
Age through a series of
enlivening on-board lectures.
Prices for a twin room start
from £899pp.
Scotland with the
Edinburgh Tattoo
Chiming with the Royal
Edinburgh Military Tattoo,
this eight-day sail takes
in cultural Scottish gems.

Western Caribbean &
Central America
After lecturing extensively
worldwide, scholar and
curator Chloë Sayer brings
her passion for the art and
culture of Latin America
to this once-in-a-lifetime
cruise through Central
America. After exploring
Mayan ruins in Mexico
and the lush rainforests
of Costa Rica, relax
amid country house-style
comforts aboard
Fred. Olsen’s recently
refurbished Braemar.
Prices for a twin room start
from £2,399pp.

FIND OUT MORE

For more information, contact the Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines reservations team
on 0800 0355 116, quoting the code AFN0001; 8am–8pm, Mon–Fri; 9am–5pm,
Sat; and 10am–4pm, Sun; fredolsencruises.com/group-travel/the-arts-society
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Complemented with talks by
lecturer-in-residence Norman
Tennant, immerse yourself
in Highland adventures,
featuring a tour of the stonebuilt Neolithic village Skara
Brae and eagle-spotting on
the Isle of Mull.
Prices for a twin room start
from £1,099pp.
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ADVERTORIALS
Magazine advertorials are written and designed by the editorial team to provide a
high level of engagement with readers.
Advertising in The Arts Society Magazine means reaching both individuals and
groups, as Members organise visits through their local Societies for group bookings.
Advertising Rates
Agency discount 10%
Advertorial
Double-page Advertorial
Outside back
Inside front
Inside back
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

£6,500
£12,000
£6,500
£5,850
£5,450
£4,950
£2,750
£1,750

Inserts
£70 per 1,000 up to 5g
Heavier inserts priced on request
Please note that the charge for inserts is based on the weight quoted when booking.
If the insert weight is heavier than that quoted, the additional postage cost will be charged.
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BUR N E–JO N E S

SOLID
FOUNDATIONS

a rothschild

ENJOY FUTURE TRAVELS WITH OUR TRUSTED SERVICE
25 September – 7 October 2018
(closed 1 October)

At Steppes Travel, we have spent over 30
years creating a service clients believe in.

For Sale: Fine Jeweller y
and Contemporary Silver
goldsmithsfair.co.uk
#goldsmithsfair

Travel may not be an option right now due to
COVID-19, but discover the world’s most
captivating cultures with the assurance of
flexible booking conditions and meticulous
safety precautions when it returns.

Opens 28 March

Visit steppestravel.com and explore over
100 destinations or speak to us today on
03330 604 615.

Telling the story of generations

Maya Selway

of Rothschild collecting

“It is a mark of the quality of Steppes and your approach that the cancellation and refund were handled with
total professionalism. It is why we will be using you again once travel resumes.”

Waddesdon Manor, HP18 0JH

- Steppes Travel 2020 client who had their trip interrupted by COVID-19

www.waddesdon.org.uk

BOOK NOW
Reduced ticket rates* and special lecture packages
for groups are available for all Tate exhibitions
*conditions apply

TATE BRITAIN
24 OC TOBER 2018 – 24 FEBRUARY 2019
PRIVATE TO U R S
020 7887 4946
TOU R.BOOKINGS@TATE.ORG.U K
Sir Edward Coley Burne-Jones Love and the Pilgrim 1896-1897 (detail) Tate Presented by the Art Fund 1942

Arts_Soc_Summer_2020_V0.1.indd 1
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Advertising Contact
Sonal Mistry, Advertising Director sonal.mistry@thinkpublishing.co.uk 020 3771 7247

THE ARTS SOCIETY
CIRCULATION 82,000
DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES
Reach over 65,000 digital subscribers

MONTHLY HIGHTLIGHTS
E-NEWSLETTER

INSTANT EXPERT
E-NEWSLETTER

SPONSORED CONTENT
(WESBITE)

Monthly Highlights
e-newsletter which features
exclusive online content such
as offers, upcoming events,
Area study days, book reviews,
arts features and interviews.

The Instant Expert
e-newsletter features a
different Arts Society
Accredited Lecturer each time,
offering their expertise and
opening a window on a topic
close to their heart. Issued
monthly, Members benefit
from twelve more ‘lectures’ a
year!

The '5 things...' articles
most frequently viewed by
the members every month
gives you an opportunity
to show case and promote
your upcoming events and
activities. (Also featured
as a story on the Monthly
Highlights E-newsletter with a
Click-To Open rate for 30% +)

Sent first Tuesday of each
month
Average open rate of 64%
50 words + landscape image
and a link

Sent twice a month on the
second Tuesday and final
Tuesday each month
Average open rate of 67%
50 words + landscape image
and a link

Monthly highlight
Highest visited on the
website
50 words + landscape image
and a link

Advertising Rates
Monthly Highlights E-newsletter 		 £2,250
Instant Expert E-newsletter 		 £2,450
Sponsored Content Website 		 £2,500

Advertising Contact
Sonal Mistry, Advertising Director sonal.mistry@thinkpublishing.co.uk 020 3771 7247

